
Testing Framework for Jupyter notebooks

SWAN (Service for Web-based ANalysis) is a cloud data analysis service developed and 
powered by CERN that provides Jupyter notebooks on demand. 
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Why testing framework is needed?
SWAN is based on Jupyter upstream technology but it is deeply integrated 

with CERN-specific services, e.g., EOS which provides storage to SWAN , CVMFS 

which is used to retrieve software on the fly. Jupyter notebooks, despite being 

easily accessible from an intuitive web-based interface, are a complex 

environment, especially when used together with JupyterHub, custom 

extensions, external storage backends and computational clusters.



Features
1. This project aims at creating a testing framework for both upstream Jupyter components and 

SWAN-specific components which will allow the addition of new tests to cover new features of 

the SWAN service and will be able to run synthetic tests. 

2. The testing framework is self contained and includes functional tests as well as performance 

tests.

3. This testing framework covers the following components:

a. Upstream Components :

i. Configurable-http-proxy

ii. JupyterHub API

iii. SQLite database managed by JupyterHub

iv. SWAN docker containers

b. CERN-specific components :

i. The EOS filesystem

ii. The CVMFS repositories



How to use

Repository link - https://github.com/Divya063/TestingFramework
There are two testing modes:

1. the host machine (default)
2. From containers (sciencebox) - To run the test from user container use the flag -

u and pass the session name as --session {name}, e.g- --session user2

To run tests from host from machine use the command - python3 run.py --configfile 
[path of yaml file], while running this command it is assumed that all the parameters 
(required to run the tests) are provided in the test.yaml file or in some 
cases(JupyterHub API) necessary configuration has already been done.

https://github.com/Divya063/TestingFramework
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